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STORY OF THE MONTH

PROJECTING AIR ASSETS
THE THIRD DIMENSION

K

FOR, through both its kinetic
and non-kinetic activities
continues to be a credible and
capable force that has been a key
driver in maintaining a Safe and
Secure Environment as well as
Freedom of Movement throughout
all of Kosovo.
Furthermore, in order to
demonstrate effectively the pledge
and motto of KFOR XXIV, that
is “Enduring Stability”, KFOR
maintains its responsiveness and
readiness through its ability at all
times to employ effectively its air
assets and capabilities.
A range of military doctrine
continues to discuss each of
the dimensions or domains of
warfare; Land, Sea, Air (third
dimension) and more recently
Space and Cyberspace. The
predominant view is that each
of these domains should not be
viewed as compartmentalised

elements, but rather as the whole
‘battlespace’. When referring to
the core air asset attributes such
as speed, reach and height, the
Allied Joint Doctrine for Air and
Space Operations (2016, p.1-3)
outlines that ‘air power exploits
the nature of the third dimension’.
Through regular multinational
joint exercises and associated
employment of these air assets,
KFOR continues to demonstrate
that it can effectively control
the ‘third dimension’ air space
and provide a full spectrum of
protection and support to the
Kosovo Force.
KFOR’s Aviation Detachment is a
key operational asset. Helicopters
from Croatia and Switzerland along
with US helicopters belonging
to the Regional Command East
constitutes these ‘third dimension’
air assets capable of conducting
multi-role missions and key
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tasks. KFOR HQ on a daily
basis may task these assets for a
multitude of diverse tasks ranging
from reconnaissance missions,
operational troop support and
medical evacuations and assisting
local authorities with for example
the provision of air assets to
extinguish forest fires.
KFOR continues to maintain
this unprecedented capability to
increase readiness in projecting air
capabilities by exploiting the ‘third
dimension’.
In this month’s edition we take
a brief look at the ongoing joint
capability training within KFOR,
and also get an insider perspective
on what it’s like to become a
helicopter pilot, the particular
demands of the training and what
it’s like to serve with the KFOR
mission.

KFOR HELI ASSETS

AS-332
Super-Puma
Country: Switzerland
Type: Medium Lift Utility
Helicopter
Speed: 150 knots
(277kph)
Range: 635nm (850 km)
Flight Crew: 2
Capacity: 14 with
equipment.

Mi-8

Country: Croatia
Type: Medium Lift Utility
Helicopter
Speed: 140 knots
(259kph)
Range: 270nm (500km)
Flight Crew: 4
Capacity: 20 with
equipment

UH-60 Blackhawk

Country: United States
Type: Medium Lift Utility
Helicopter
Speed: 150 knots (277
kph)
Range: 315nm (583km)
Flight Crew: 3
Capacity: 10 with
equipment
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STORY OF THE MONTH

“LIVING MY DREAM”

I

n this month’s edition of the
KFOR Chronicle we conduct
an interview with 2nd Lieutenant
(OF-1) Anamaria Ćurković
who is a currently serving as a
Mi-8 co-pilot with the Kosovo
Force Mission. We find out what
motivated her to become a pilot,
what the strenuous flight training
was like and what it is like working
as a Croatian pilot here in Kosovo.
What was it was like growing up in
your home country? “My Beautiful
country Croatia is located in
central and southeast Europe,
on the coast of the Adriatic Sea.
In the middle of that coast is my
hometown, Zadar. They say Zadar
has a soul and I had a privilege to
experience it. Right now I live in
Split, but it is always lovely to come
home and visit my family.”
What was your main motivation for
becoming a pilot? “I always wanted
to have that power of flying like a
bird, so today I am close enough.
I always wanted an adrenaline type
of job, something what would be
different and exciting every single
day. So today I am living my dream,
and I can say that is what true
happiness feels like.”
What specific type of training did you
undergo to qualify as a helicopter
pilot? “The career of a future
pilot in Croatia begins with sixty
flight hours on the fixed-wing
Zlin 242L aircraft. After finishing
basic, aerobatic, navigation and

group flying, the Croatian Air
Force Committee decides on our
future type aircraft between the
helicopters Bell 206B or fixed-wing
PC-9. My career proceeded on
the helicopter. The training on the
Bell 206B continued for another
two years and fast forwarding two
hundred and ten flying hours later,
I finally received my wings as a
Croatian Air Force pilot.”
What was the most difficult part
of the training? “I can say that the
whole training was difficult.You
have to be one hundred and ten
percent ready for every flight and
prepare it with great detail. The
whole procedure for becoming
a pilot lasts five years. When you
love something so much, like flying,
you forget about the difficulties.
When you take off and see the
breath taking views from above
while having the ability to fly,
nothing else matters.”
What advice would you give to
younger people interested in following
in your footsteps and becoming a
pilot? “I am always saying that if
your dreams do not scare you, they
are not big enough. And believe me,
it is true. Every beginning is hard
and seems difficult to reach, but
step by step you finish it and in the
end, I guarantee you, you will be
proud of yourself.”
What is it like working as a Croatian
pilot with KFOR? “Missions here
are a little different than back
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home. We coordinate a lot with
other nations so it is a great
experience to work with other
countries. Some activities that
I have experienced so far are
missions like transporting army
troops, performing heli insertions,
orientation flights, reconnaissance
flights close to the Administrative
Boundary Line, etc.”
What are your plans for the future?
“I have always wanted to work
on my career, so my plan is to
improve myself with more courses,
missions, flight hours and becoming
a captain in the near future (now
I am a co-pilot). Of course, with
my military life, I want to have a
happy and contented civilian life as
I already have.”
If you had any message for the
younger people of Kosovo, what would
that message be? “It brings me
great joy to see how the Croatian
flag here in Kosovo brings up so
many smiles on people’s faces
and how much respect has been
given from the nation. First of all,
always be happy and proud of your
country. Then, put an “open mind”
state in your head and grab every
opportunity that life gives you.
Never forget where you come
from and always try to be the best
version of yourself.”
Alan (Jack) Crowley

OF-3 IRL-A
Chief Internal Information

‘THIRD DIMENSION’ UP CLOSE
Camp Bondsteel: U.S.
Army Aviators of Regional
Command East,Task Force
‘Dragon-Master’ conduct
live hoist training with the
Kosovo Tactical Reserve
Battalion.This training
provides instruction on
the safety, utilisation,
capabilities, and limitations
of the rescue hoist, a tactic
employed when a suitable
landing area is unavailable
in the event of a Medical
Evacuation.

The hoist allows aviation
personnel to insert medical
providers and equipment
to assess and stabilise a
patient prior to extraction
and transportation to
the higher level of care.
During the exercise, each
KFOR soldier is given an
opportunity to ‘ride’ the
hoist.

Aircrew: U.S. Army medic
Sergeant Sarah Hanna
(pictured in the hoist),
crew chief Staff Sergeant
Douglas Edmisten, pilot
Chief Warrant Officer 2
Michael Brasfield, and pilotin-command Captain Chris
Weston.

Description: RC-E PAO
& Aviation Detachment
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FROM THE FIELD

A POSITIVE START
The Italian soldiers of the Regional Command
West went “immediately into action” and
commenced the new year positively with a
series of donations.

Mustafà, he donated two particular medical devices
that will be beneficial to the medical staff for the
delivery of Electrocardiography (ECG) tests. Colonel
Gatti highlighted how young people are the future
of the region and one of the priorities of KFOR is
that health care is paramount to all the citizens of
Kosovo. Education, health and infrastructure are
the fundamental pillars that Regional Command
West continues to support through its Civil-Military
Cooperation activities, developed in close synergy
with the local authorities, in order to contribute to
the socio-economic development of Kosovo.

On 15 January, the Italian Contingent of Regional
Command West made several donations to the
municipality of Orahovac, located in the West of
Kosovo. In two separate donations on the same day,
the Commander of Regional Command West, Colonel
Natale Gatti delivered to the pupils of the elementary
and middle school district “Gezim Hamza Piktori”
a series of useful materials for the chemistry and
physics laboratories. Afterwards, he presided over a
second donation at a Family Medicine Center, where
in the presence of the councilor for health, Mr. Samir

Emanuele Colini

OF-2 ITA-A
RC-W PAO Chief

MEDICAL EXERCISE

On 15 January at KFOR HQ Film City, Headquarters
Support Group conducted an emergency medical
exercise simulating a Road Traffic Accident.
The exercise required the immediate and rapid
deployment of Fire Services, Role 1 Medical Staff and
International Military Police. In essence, three service
providers were required to work collaboratively
in a stressful environment. The various scenarios

that were presented throughout the exercise
tested specific corps skills in a dynamic and realistic
post-accident environment which included testing
response times, communications, physical handling of
patients and setting up an Incident Control Point. The
full exercise is in preparation for the planned Mass
Casualty Exercise scheduled for March.
KFOR PAO Staff
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FROM THE FIELD

“EXCITING AND INTENSIVE”

AN INTERVIEW WITH THE HEAD OF KFOR MILITARY POLICE

F

or the second time in
succession, Switzerland has
provided the Force Provost
Marshal to the KFOR mission. In
order to get a valuable insider
perspective of KFORs military
police activities, we talk directly
to the KFOR Provost Marshal,
Colonel Christophe Schalbetter.
Since you took over command of the
KFOR International Military Police on
15 November, how have you been
experiencing the last two months?
“It was an exciting and intensive
time. Working in an international
environment is extremely
interesting. I also came at an
exciting time, the DCOM KFOR
and COM KFOR have changed, and
there were new ideas and a new
briefing rhythm, so time has been
flying by.”
Which particular tasks are you
responsible for as the Force Provost
Marshal? “I lead and coordinate all
KFOR military police operations;
I am the commander of all
operational control police forces
within KFOR. In my capacity as
Force Provost Marshal I also advise
COM KFOR on all police related
matters. Whenever possible, I am

out in the field, accompanying my
patrols.”
How do you describe the everyday life
of a member of the military police in
Kosovo? “Everyday life is very varied.
The International Military Police
is on patrol very frequently, and
checks the condition of the roads.
Also it does the security checks
at the airport when soldiers are
transiting through. During visits,
the military police accompany the
convoy and do the normal police
work in case of accidents.”
How does international cooperation
work within the International Military
Police? “The International Military
Police is made up of military
police from Austria, Poland and
Switzerland. The cooperation is
very good. The basic attitude of
every nation is identical, everybody
knows what to do. Even the
language barrier is not a big
obstacle.”
What was the most formative
experience in the last two months?
“That has nothing directly to do
with my function but the time
around Christmas was my personal
highlight.You could tell that the
soldiers here in camp were in
8

more frequent contact with each
other. Far away from their own
family one has grown together
here to be part of a new family.”
What would you like to focus on in
the remaining four months as the
Force Provost Marshal? “Among
other things, it is important to
me that the cooperation and
exchange with the civilian police
authorities, the Kosovo Police
can be expanded. In addition,
international patrolling is planned
to be carried out more frequently
with other military police, for
example with Slovenia, Italy or the
United States.”
What do you take with you from
this mission back to Switzerland?
“I see this assignment as a great
opportunity for my function as
Deputy Commander Military
Police in Switzerland. Here you
can exchange experiences on an
international level, observe each
other and learn a lot.You avoid
tunnel vision; you fill your personal
backpack and get other inputs.”
Kathrin Wyss

Specialist Officer (OF-2)
Press and Information Officer
SWISSCOY 41

Early morning 06
January, KFOR
International Military
Police members “gear
up” and prepare to
move out for check
point activities.

Numerous vehicles
make up the
fleet, including the
Austrian Contingent
Volkswagen Touareg,
the Swiss Contingent
Mercedes Jeep and
the Polish Contingent
Volkswagen Tiguan.

Vehicle Check Point
location on ‘Route
DOG’. Check Point
established off road,
ensuring personal
protection, awareness
and traffic visibility
while maintaining
movement of civilian
traffic.

The ability to operate
Kosovo wide as
tasked by the relevant
station commander.
Here, a vehicle with
a military registration
plate is signalled to
reduce speed and
is corralled into the
check point area.
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FROM THE FIELD

BUILDING BRIDGES

I

n December, KFOR soldiers from Regional
Command East attended the “Launching event of
the Academy of Leadership; Empowering women and
girls for decision-making processes” in Pristina. The
event focused on the Academy of Leadership’s benefit
to Kosovo’s women and girls. Njomza Emini, academy
founder commented, “I dreamed of joining the military
and hope the academy will help women make their
dreams come true and become leaders.” During the
meeting, open discussions covered topics including
psychological benefits of leadership, disabilities and
proper childcare laws. Albulena Haxhiu, member of
the Parliament of Kosovo, Qendron Kastrati, the
mayor of Kamenica Municipality and Merita Limani,
a Ph.D. researcher on women and governance were
members of the panel. The German Ambassador to
Kosovo, Christian Heldt also attended the event and
expressed his support for the inclusion of women

in government. During the event’s opening, Emini
announced the academy’s recent acceptance of forty
women who will go through internships with different
organizations to enhance their skills and expressed
joy at having the KFOR members attend the event.
The KFOR soldiers discussed domestic violence,
sexual assault and motherhood issues with the
attendees. “I feel that this is the beginning of a good
relationship that can continue for many iterations
of the KFOR mission,” said Master Sergeant Ercilia
Riordan, the sexual assault response coordinator
for Regional Command East. The academy extended
KFOR soldiers invitations to future events.
Demietrice Pittman
Major, USA-A
RC-E, Behavioral Health Officer
(Photo by Maj. Demietrice Pittman, TF MED)

MAINTAINING A
POSITIVE IMAGE

K

FOR Civil Military Cooperation and Regional
Command East Liaison Monitoring Teams complete
several projects during January in support of the local
communities, including constructing a school playground
in Gracanica.
Also,Turkish Contingent soldiers of Regional Command
East Liaison Monitoring Team facilitated a school visit to
Pristina Military Airport.
The delighted children got a full tour of the KFOR
helicopters.
Throughout 2019, KFOR and Troop Contributing Nations
have allocated a total budget of 370,000 euro in 140
different assistance initiatives.
KFOR PAO Staff
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CONTINUED JOINT TRAINING,
INTEROPERABILITY, READINESS

W

ith a positive and dynamic
start to the new year, the
Kosovo Force Tactical Reserve
Battalion planned and successfully
executed several joint training
initiatives together with both
the Regional Command East
US soldiers and Polish soldiers
throughout January. First of all,
joint shooting and marksmanship
training was conducted with the
US soldiers on the Kicic shooting
range and at Camp Bondsteel.
To improve interoperability and
practical knowledge of the various
national weapon systems, the
Hungarian soldiers took advantage
of an excellent opportunity to
receive instruction on and use the
standard US Army weapons such
as the M4A1 assault rifle and the
Beretta M9 pistol. Furthermore,

US soldiers practiced their
marksmanship skills down range
with the Hungarian rifle, the PKM,
the AK 63/D assault rifle and also
the Glock-17 pistol. Lieutenant
Colonel Samual Scott from
Regional Command East was in
attendance and complimented
the training initiative and the
performance of all soldiers
involved. As a unique KFOR asset,
there is a requirement for the
Kosovo Tactical Reserve Battalion
to continuously practice and
remain competent in Crowd Riot
Control capabilities. Also during
January, both Infantry companies
successfully conducted special
Crowd Riot Control qualification
procedures at Camp Novo Selo.
As COM KFORs reserve, the
Kosovo Tactical Reserve Battalion
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continue to maintain constant
readiness in order to support the
Safe and Secure Environment and
Freedom of Movement throughout
Kosovo. Lieutenant Colonel
Gábor Farkas, Commander of the
Kosovo Tactical Reserve Battalion
appreciated the performances
of both of the companies and
he noted the importance of
maintaining skills and that this
battalion should be strong and
well-trained. In addition to this his
goal is that joint training should
always build confidence and
interoperability between different
nations that can be essential when
joint exercises are taking place in
Kosovo.
Piroska Kozák
OF-2 HUN-A
KTRBN PAO

SNAPSHOTS

COM KFOR Major General
Michele Risi and KFOR
HQ Staff receive a ground
orientation brief from
Major Stiles, Regional
Command East Liaison and
Monitoring Team along the
Administrative Boundary
Line, 17 December.

01 January, the first day of
the New Year and a visit to
Camp Notting Hill by the
KFOR Command Sergeant
Major Pietro Galeazzi.

Mine Awareness instruction
and practical rescue
training being conducted
by KFOR Soldiers from
the Austrian Contingent
at KFOR HQ Film City, 11
January.
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The completion of
the new helicopter
landing site at Camp
Villaggio Italia has been
officially inaugurated
in the presence of the
Commander of Regional
Command West, Colonel
Natale Gatti.

22 January, ‘Soldier for a
Day’ at KFOR HQ. Students
from the local area got an
insight into the life of a
soldier with KFOR.

Night view of Mitrovica.
KFOR provides 24/7
surveillance on the
Austerlitz Bridge.

COM KFOR and Head
of the Liaison Office of
the Slovak Republic in
Pristina H.E. Rastislav
Kostilnik attend an official
commemoration in memory
of the forty two Slovak
Contingent soldiers who lost
their lives in a plane crash
in 2006.
13

SNAPSHOTS

Regional Command West
soldiers conduct Crowd Riot
Control Training utilising
KFOR helicopter assets for
insertion procedures.

During January, KFORs
Regional Commands
and Units continued with
numerous charitable
initiatives for members of
the local population.

Guarding the perimeter at
Regional Command West’s
Camp Villaggio Italia.

DCOM KFOR Brigadier
General Laurent Michaud
officially opens the new
International Military Police
building at Camp Novo Selo
on 30 December.
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KFORs Liaison and
Monitoring Team activities
continue to connect with
both local authorities
and non-governmental
organisations at regional
level, all maintaining the
positive image of KFOR.

The Regional Command
East US Medal Parade was
conducted on 09 January at
Camp Bondsteel.

Italian VTLM Light Armored
Tactical Vehicles conduct a
river crossing in the Decani
area.

KFOR PAO Civilian Staff
Arbona Kabashi and
Arianita Spahiu are
presented with Italian
medals and certificates
of appreciation from
Colonel Francesco Cardone
in recognition of their
outstanding service
to KFOR.
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TROOPS OF KFOR

MAINTAINING SECURITY
T
he Armenian Army was
established on 28 January
1992, by decree of the President
of Armenia Levon-Ter Petrosyan,
several months after the
declaration of independence from
the then Soviet Union. From 2004,
the Armenian Forces commenced
its peacekeeping mission in Kosovo,
with the deployment of the
peacekeepers as part of the NATO
forces under Greek command.
Having a firm belief in the values
of freedom, cooperation and
peace, Armenia further expanded
its involvement in peacekeeping
through its deployment to Iraq
from 2003 to 2008 and to the

International Security Assistance
Force in Afghanistan in 2010.
Additionally, Armenia has deployed
troops to Lebanon with the
United Nations Interim Force in
Lebanon peacekeeping mission
and most recently in 2015 to the
United Nations Multidimensional
Integration Stabilisation Mission
in Mali. Throughout all of these
deployments, Armenia has
exemplified its unconditional
adherence to the fundamental
principle that the maintenance of
international peace and security
is the responsibility of all states,
whether large or small. Currently
the Armenian Contingent in
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Kosovo continues to deter any
threat against KFORs military
airport Slatina by maintaining
comprehensive physical security
measures at the entrances both
within and around the location.
The Armenian Contingent with
KFOR is currently commanded by
Major Armen Sargsyan. In order to
get more of an insider perspective
on the Armenian contingent and
the pre-deployment training,
the KFOR Chronicle team took
the opportunity to talk to the
Armenian Contingent Liaison
Officer, Captain Albert Papikyan.
Captain Papikyan, how many
Armenian soldiers are currently

deployed with KFOR? “There are currently forty
Armenian soldiers deployed with KFOR. We are
from the same unit called the ‘Peacekeeping Brigade’,
the elite unit of the Armenian Army. Only this unit is
responsible for all kinds of activities abroad such as
deployments, trainings and various courses.”
Can you tell me about your training prior to the
deployment with KFOR? “We successfully completed
the pre-deployment training in the Armenian training
area called ‘ZAR’. Afterwards, the training continued
at the US Army Garrison Hohenfels Base in Germany
with US troops. The intensive pre-deployment
training primarily consisted of Administrative Border
Line patrols,Vehicle Check Points, Crowd and Riot
Control, medical evacuation and casualty evacuation
training.”
What was the most difficult part of the training and how
did you overcome these difficulties? “The most difficult
part of the training was when the unit was required
to act as a Quick Reaction Force with Crowd Riot
Control capability and there was a protest ongoing
against KFOR personnel in the vicinity of a Camp
at night time. Negotiations failed and we were
required to intervene. I strongly believe that we
were appointed to make a difference in the region
and understand that we are the ambassadors of our
nation and are required to fulfil all challenges.”
Have you served with the KFOR mission before? If so,
what changes have you seen here in Kosovo? “This is my
third mission in Kosovo. There have been significant
changes due to the Safe and Secure Environment and
Freedom of Movement. There are no frequent road

blocks and protests like there used to be a few years
ago. Previously, I served as a Company Commander in
the Multinational Battlegroup East, Camp Bondsteel,
and Liaison Officer.”
Can you talk a little about your previous overseas military
deployments, such as in Afghanistan? “I was previously
deployed with the International Security Assistance
Force mission to Afghanistan in 2013, as a Liaison
Officer, stationed in Kabul at Camp Qasaba. In 2017,
I then served with the Resolute Support mission as a
platoon leader in Kabul, and subsequently during 2018
at Mazar E Sharif as an Executive Officer.”
What are some of the daily tasks and activities of
the Armenian Contingent here with KFOR? “We are
protecting the military side of Adem Jashari airport
on a continuous basis. I am the main point of contact
between the unit and the Headquarters Support
Group in Film City. I coordinate and manage the daily
tasks of the unit, all administrative issues, conduct of
welfare activities, etc.”
What advice would you give to younger people in Armenia
if they too were interested in a military career, or indeed
serving on overseas missions? “To have a clear picture
in their minds that they are representing a nation in
theatre and they are here for the better future of
Kosovo and its people.”
If you had any message for the younger people of Kosovo,
what would that message be? “Pay more attention to
education itself.”
Alan (Jack) Crowley

OF-3 IRL-A
Chief Internal Information
Interview with Albert Papikyan
OF-2 ARM-A LNO
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KFOR NEWS

MEDAL PARADE AT KFOR HQ

On 13 January, COM KFOR Major General Michele Risi presided over the KFOR Medal Parade at KFOR HQ,
Film City. COM KFOR in addition to DCOM KFOR Brigadier General Laurent Michaud personally awarded
KFOR military personnel with the non-article 5 NATO medal.

“HAVING CONTRIBUTED SO PROUDLY”

On 28 December last, DCOM KFOR Brigadier
General Laurent Michaud presided over the
farewell ceremony to the Portuguese Contingent
at the culmination of a long, illustrious and proud
contribution of the nation’s soldiers to the KFOR
mission. Brigadier General Michaud in his opening
remarks commented “how often does it happen
that we have to say a definitive farewell to a nation,
having contributed so proudly to KFOR?” He further

added that “today with a heavy heart we take leave
of a nation that has contributed and deployed a big
number of units and members to the staff of KFOR.”
Throughout his speech, Brigadier General Michaud
acknowledged Portugal as a founding member of
NATO, and paid tribute to their initial deployment
to the KFOR mission twenty years ago and their
continued support and presence in Kosovo to the
present date. To the remaining Portuguese contingent
members, Colonel Jose Lopes, Lieutenant Colonel
Carvalho and Master Sergeant Ramos, Brigadier
General Michaud stated that “without your efforts,
your sacrifice and emotions put into your work,
without the discipline and thinking ahead, KFOR
would not be where it is now”. All of KFOR bids
farewell to the Portuguese contingent and thanks the
nation sincerely for its outstanding service.
“Mais Uma Vez Obrigado!”
KFOR PAO Staff
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FIRST CIMIC CONFERENCE AT FILM CITY

On 13 January, experts of Civil and Military
Cooperation (CIMIC) met at the Headquarters of
KFOR, the NATO-led international Force in Kosovo.
The purpose of the conference, organised and
hosted by KFOR, was to facilitate and coordinate
relationships between International Organisations,
Non-Governmental Organisations and KFOR, and
to improve the social and economic development
of Kosovo. In his opening remarks, KFOR
Commander, Major General Michele Risi underlined
how “development and security are the two faces

of the same coin”. Through the implementation
of civil-military cooperation projects, assistance
and donations, KFOR contributes to the overall
international effort aimed at supporting institutions
and communities of Kosovo, with special focus in
education and Health. In 2019 KFOR and Troops
Contributing Nations allocated a budget of 370,000
euro in 140 assistance initiatives. KFOR continues
to support the development of a stable and peaceful
Kosovo, performing its mission to ensure a better
future.

CHARITABLE INITIATIVE

GREEK ROTATION

On 05 January, KFOR’s Multinational Specialised
Unit conducted in Zvecan a charitable initiative, with
servicemen performing a magic show to the benefit
of the young people assisted by the organisation
‘Podrzi Me’. The organisation provides psychological,
educational, recreational and sporting support to
almost seventy families and a total of one hundred
and thirty young people, most of them underage
and suffering from behavioural disorders who are
from the municipalities of Mitrovica North, Zvecan,
Zubin Potok and Leposavic. A large number of
young patients and their families attended the
entertainment show presented by the Italian
Carabinieri, along with the President of ‘Podrzi Me’,
KFOR’s MSU Regiment Commander Colonel Paolo
Pelosi and local Mayors.

On 23 January, the Greek Contingent Change of
Command and Medal Parade Ceremony took place
between the 15th and 16th Greek Contingents.
The ceremony, which was presided over by DCOM
KFOR Brigadier General Laurent Michaud, marked
the official Transfer of Authority from the outgoing
Commander Major Efstathios Katsarakis to the
incoming Commander Major Dimitrios Zafeiropoulos.
DCOM KFOR expressed his sincere gratitude to the
15th Greek Contingent for their outstanding service
with KFOR and ultimately providing effective safety at
all times to KFOR HQ Camp Film City.

KFOR PAO Staff
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HIGH LEVEL MEETINGS

03 January, Major General Michele Risi welcomed
the Deputy Prime Minister of Greece, H.E. Panagiotis
Pikrammenos at KFOR HQ. COM KFOR expressed his
gratitude for the ongoing contribution of Greek soldiers to
KFOR in support of ongoing security and stability in Kosovo.

10 January, Major General Michele Risi welcomed the
European Union Special Representative in Kosovo, H.E.
Nataliya Apostolova. COM KFOR emphasised the high
level of cooperation with the EU and its deep commitment
in maintaining the overall security in the region.

20 January, COM KFOR met with the new Italian
Ambassador to Kosovo, H.E. Nicola Orlando, who was
presented a timely update on the progress of the mission
and on the situation in Kosovo from the point of view of
security, as well as political, social and economic.

30 January, the new Head of Mission of Eulex Kosovo,
Lars-Gunnar Wigemark was received by General Risi, who
provided an overview of KFOR’s operations in Kosovo.
EULEX and KFOR are respectively the second and the
third security responders in the field of security.

30 January, General Risi met the High Representative of the European Union for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy
Josep Borrell, on the occasion of his first visit to Kosovo. COM KFOR delivered an update on security and on the
cooperation between EULEX and KFOR.
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PROFILES
“RISING TO THE CHALLENGE”

In the United Kingdom, Lance Corporal Gumble is a member of the Household Cavalry Regiment. As a Team
Leader, Lance Corporal Gumble is diligent and has displayed great affinity and care towards the soldiers under
his command. Within the initial weeks of his deployment to Kosovo, he and his team displayed a very dynamic
approach to their work, visiting numerous areas throughout Kosovo in an extremely professional demeanour.
Through this professional approach, work ethic and effective liaison with
the local population, Lance Corporal Gumble and his team continued to
increase COM KFOR’s situational awareness while supporting the Safe
& Secure Environment throughout Kosovo. An exemplary ambassador
for both the United Kingdom and KFOR, he is a worthy recipient of the
Soldier of the Month.
Name: Henry Gumble.
Rank: OR-3 / Country: GBR.
Appointment:Team Leader, ISR BN.

“BROADENING MY HORIZONS”

“I joined the German Bundeswehr in 2014. I completed my basic training and afterwards my sergeant’s course. After
that I got my first appointment in an S6 appointment and was able to see how it would be to serve on Naval Ship.
In 2015, school for my profession as an IT Systems engineer started which I then finished in the beginning of 2017.
Since then, I have served in the Naval Support Command Unit as an S6 helpdesk operator. KFOR is my first mission
abroad.The assigned tasks here in KFOR differ slightly from my tasks in my home
unit; here I have to do more with pictures and photography than at home. But this
broadens my own horizons more and gives me a larger spectrum of things that I can do.
Furthermore I really enjoy working in a multinational environment. Luckily, my family is
very supportive when it comes to my decisions and always supports me in what I do.
My hobbies include Swimming and Climbing.”
Name: Dominik Pascal Engelhardt.
Rank: OR-5 / Petty Officer Second Class: DEU-Navy.
Country: Germany / Appointment: KFOR HQ DOS Graphic Spc.

“ALWAYS WANTED TO BE A SOLDIER”

“I joined to the Hungarian Defence Forces in 2014 when I was 18 years old. I always wanted to be a soldier so that
is why I chose the NCO Academy in Szentendre. Military school training took two years to complete and afterwards
I qualified as an Information Technology NCO. In 2016 I was deployed to a NATO English language Course.That was
one of the biggest steps forward in my career. KFOR is my second mission abroad after Bosnia. I think working within
an international community is one of the best opportunities to improve my professional
skills. I am really enjoying the working environment with soldiers from other nations.
Here in Kosovo, I can learn a lot about technical devices and how NATO procedures
work during real operations. KFOR is not an exercise, it is a real mission for peace and
security. I get a lot of motivation and support from my family and my friends. It’s hard
to be far away from home but there are many people who are getting to be part of my
extended family.”
Name: Miklos Toldi.
Rank: OR-5 / HUN-A. Country: Hungary.
Appointment in KFOR: Hungarian Contingent.
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KFOR CHRONICLE CALENDAR 2020
TWELVE IMAGES TO TELL THE ACTUAL
OPERATIONS AND ACTIVITIES

A

fter having celebrated its 20th
anniversary in support of
security and stability, KFOR has
entered the New Year presenting
its multifaceted commitment
in Kosovo through the 2020
desk calendar, released by the
KFOR Chronicle, the mission’s
magazine. Twelve impressive
photos taken last year depict
KFOR soldiers while conducting
operations, exercises and liaison
and monitoring activities, including
assistance projects to the benefit
of all communities in Kosovo, with

special regards to the youth.
The UN-mandated force led by
the Italian General Michele Risi
contributes to the establishment
and maintenance of a Safe and
Secure Environment and of
Freedom of Movement, and is
also supporting the EU-sponsored
dialogue between Belgrade and
Pristina. KFOR is NATO’s longest
running operation. It is a success
story for the Alliance and our
partners. For the past twenty years,
KFOR has been helping transform
Kosovo into a safer place. In 1999,
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KFOR’s troops were numbered at
55,000; now at strength of around
3,500 soldiers belonging to 27
different Nations carrying out its
mission, assisting the Institutions
in Kosovo, the United Nations,
the European Union and other
international actors to support
the development of a stable and
peaceful Kosovo.
Request your own copy now to:
kforchronicle@hq.kfor.nato.int
(limited availability).

Commander KFOR XXIV
Major General
Michele Risi,
Italian Army

PHOTO OF THE MONTH
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‘RIDING’ THE HOIST
OF-3, Stefano De Ruggieri, ITA-A (Canon 5D 70-200mm)

Contribute to the KFOR Chronicle!
Just send your photos to: kforchronicle@hq.kfor.nato.int
by the 20th of the month explaining where you took the photo and what equipment
you used. We will then select one of the submitted images and publish it in the next
edition of the Chronicle. A KFOR Chronicle T-Shirt is awarded each month to the
winning photographer. You will be immortalised in the KFOR Chronicle!
Is that not something to be proud of?
Sincerely,
The Chronicle Team.
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Dukagjini From Above

Photo: Emanuele Colini
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